Abstract. This paper develops a test of the asymptotic arbitrage pricing theory (APT) via the maximum squared Sharpe ratio of the factors extracted from individual stocks using the Connor-Korajczyk method. The test treats the beta pricing relation as approximate without predetermining the systematic factors, unlike the existing tests that take the relationship as exact and systematic factors as given. The paper also examines the magnitude of pricing errors bounded partly by the maximum squared Sharpe ratio.
The mainstream asset pricing models, i.e., the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) developed by Sharpe (1964) , the Intertemporal Capital Asset Pricing Models (ICAPM) by Merton (1973) , and the Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) by Ross (1976) , are based on the notion of systematic risks that are represented by marketwide factors. Expected returns on individual securities are linear functions of their standardized covariances, or betas, with the marketwide factors. Despite their vintage, these models remain the most commonly used in theoretical and empirical analysis by academics and practitioners. The most popular method to test a beta pricing model has been the method of Gibbons, Ross and Shanken (1989, GRS hereafter) . While the GRS test does a perfect job for what it is meant to do, it has two shortcomings as a test of general beta pricing theories.
First, as the title of the GRS paper makes clear, it examines the pricing error from the beta pricing model with respect to a set of given portfolio returns as systematic factors. If the test rejects a particular model, it is always possible that the factors in the test are mis-specified, while the beta-pricing principle is still correct. Second, since the test requires that the number of testing assets be much smaller than the number of time-series observations, a beta pricing model is typically tested on a small number of portfolios as the testing assets. If the test does not reject a model, it does not imply that the model works for all the assets.
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The purpose of the current paper is to develop a test of the beta pricing theory using factors extracted from all available individual stock returns. The method of extracting factors is developed by Korajczyk (CK, 1986, 1988) and has been widely used in testing asset pricing anomalies.
2 The factors extracted by the CK method guarantee that they are systematic factors, but there is no guarantee that the pricing errors associated with these factors are bounded as the theory claims. Surprisingly, however, the implication of the asymptotic APT that the error from the beta pricing relationship 1 Another popular methodology, the two-pass methodology, also takes the factors as given. It examines if the factors are priced (i.e., the factor premiums are nonzero), typically without examining whether the pricing errors are zero.
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For example, CK (1986) apply the method to mutual fund performance evaluation, McCulloch and Rossi (1991) use the CK factors to test the firm size anomaly, and Brennan et al. (1998) extract the CK factors to examine the size and book-to-market effects.
should be contained has never been tested in this context although the method of extracting factors has been well developed. The test developed in this paper examines the sum of squared pricing errors of all individual assets with respect to extracted factors that are guaranteed to be the full set of systematic factors. The two shortcomings of the GRS test as a general test of the beta pricing theory are thus avoided.
The test of the asymptotic APT developed in this paper is intimately related to the notion of the Sharpe ratio, defined as the expected excess return divided by its standard deviation. An asymptotic arbitrage opportunity is a situation in which a sequence of portfolios can be formed such that their Sharpe ratios tend to infinity as the number of stocks in the portfolios increases to infinity. Chamberlain and Rothschild (1983) establish that the sum of squared pricing errors from the beta pricing equation is bounded by the product of the maximum squared Sharpe ratio and the upper bound of idiosyncratic risk.
Treating the beta pricing relationship as an approximation, the test statistic developed in this paper is based on the sample version of the maximum squared Sharpe ratio of the portfolios formed from all individual stocks. This provides a nice interpretation of the proposed test statistic.
The method of testing the asymptotic APT is applied to data from individual stocks traded on NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ that have complete observations during each of eight non-overlapping sixty-month sample periods between 1965 and 2004. For most of the eight sample periods, the test rejects the hypothesis that the maximum squared Sharpe ratio is greater than 0.25, implying that the maximum expected excess monthly return is less than a half of the standard deviation of the excess return. Simulation exercises also indicate that the average pricing error of individual stocks is most likely less than 0.001.
The contributions of the paper to the literature are follows. The first is methodological. Most empirical studies on the beta pricing theory test pre-specified factors on small sets of testing assets. These tests may suffer from mis-specification errors or their conclusions may be confined to the small sets of testing assets. On the other hand, while the method of extracting factors from returns guarantees that extracted "factors" are systematic, it assumes that the pricing errors are zero without testing it. The method developed in this paper works on all individual stocks without pre-specifying systematic factors and treats the beta pricing relationship as an approximation with calibration of the magnitude of the average pricing error. The methodological contribution in this paper is limited to unconditional models, rather than conditional ones, as the APT is basically developed in the context of unconditional models. Second, the empirical results on the US data shed light on the debate about the validity of the beta pricing theory.
There has been a plethora of evidence in the recent literature that challenges various beta pricing models with pre-specified factors. The new evidence provided here points to the possibility that the evidence more likely challenges the completeness of the prespecified factors, rather than the beta pricing theory per se. This second contribution, likewise, is limited to the case of unconditional models.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents theoretical results on the implication of the asymptotic APT regarding the number of unbounded eigenvalues of the second-moment and variance matrices. The connection between extracted factors and the Sharpe ratio is given as well, followed by the test statistic based on the minimum eigenvalue of the variance matrix of the extracted eigenvectors. Section 2 reports empirical results on the maximum squared Sharpe ratio using individual stock returns from the US in eight sixty-month sample periods during . Section 3 conducts simulations about the magnitude of the average pricing error. The last section concludes the paper and the appendix presents the proof of the analytical results.
Methodology A. Theoretical Foundation
Suppose that r t is the vector of returns in excess of the riskfree rate on n assets in month t. In a factor model, the excess returns are driven by
where a is an n-vector of constants, known as Jensen's (1968) alpha, B is an n×k matrix of betas of the k-vector of factors, f t , and ε t is the idiosyncratic risk of the n assets, satisfying E(ε t |f t ) = 0. Without loss of generality, we can assume that a is orthogonal to B, i.e., B a = 0.
3 The factors may be unobserved with mean µ f and variance Σ f .
Without loss of generality, Σ f is assumed to be positive definite, which means that f t contains no redundancy. The idiosyncratic risk has a variance matrix denoted as Σ ε .
The variance matrix of r t is Σ r = BΣ f B + Σ ε .
When f t itself is the excess returns on certain portfolios, a represents pricing errors of the beta-pricing theory: E(r t ) = BE(f t ). Huberman (1982) assumes that idiosyncratic risks are uncorrelated and establishes the asymptotic APT result that the sum of the squared pricing errors, a a, is bounded. Chamberlain and Rothschild (1983) relax the assumption of the uncorrelated idiosyncratic risk in Huberman (1982) and propose an approximate k-factor model, in which k largest eigenvalues of Σ r increase without bound while the other eigenvalues remain bounded as the number of securities, n, tends to infinity. In the approximate factor model, the idiosyncratic risk can be cross-sectionally correlated. If the asymptotic APT holds, the returns in an approximate factor model can also be written as (1), where the factors can be taken as the k linear combinations of the returns where the coefficients are the k eigenvectors of Σ r corresponding to the k largest eigenvalues and the idiosyncratic risks are the linear combinations of returns
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For a given n and the f t that is returns on portfolios of the assets on the left-hand side: f t = Γ r t , multiplying Γ to (1) gives Γ a = 0 and Γ B = I k , which implies B a = 0. As n increases, the identity of f t changes with r t and B a = 0 remains true. For non-return factors, we can letã = a − B (B B) −1 B a,
−1 B a and rewrite (1) as r t =ã + Bf t + ε t with B ã = 0.
associated with the remaining eigenvectors. The implication of the APT fails if, in (1), a a is unbounded as n goes to infinity.
The Connor-Korajczyk method of extracting factors is based on the second-moment matrix of the returns, rather than on the variance matrix, in order to deal with the situation in which the number of assets is much greater than the number of time-series return observations. This introduces a potential problem unnoticed by previous researchers who used the CK factors in applications regarding the predictive power of firm-specific variables. The problem is that the extracted "factors" may be contaminated by pricing errors. This can be seen more easily in a one-factor model, r t = a + bf t + ε t , with a b = 0. The variance matrix of the returns has one unbounded eigenvalue equal to
f is the variance of f t . If a a is also unbounded, the second-moment matrix of the returns has two unbounded eigenvalues, a a and (b b)s 2 f , where s 2 f is the second-moment of f t . Now let x be a constant n-vector of a firm-specific variable that is highly, cross-sectionally correlated with a. Naturally, the expected excess returns are found to be related to the market beta, b, and the firm-specific variable, x, because x is highly correlated with a. To investigate whether x is a proxy for the beta of an unobserved factor, two "factors" are extracted from the second-moment matrix of the returns because the matrix has two unbounded eigenvalues. Ignoring finite-sample errors, the "factors" can be written as g t = C(1 f t ) for a 2 × 2 nonsingular matrix, C.
4 The n × 2 beta matrix of the extracted "factors" are
Therefore, B g spans the same subspace as (a b). Given B g , x will have no additional explanatory power for the expected excess returns. The puzzle of the dependence of 4 Suppose f t is standardized such that s 2 f = 1. As n → ∞, the second-moment matrix of r t is asymptotically equivalent to (aa + bb ), which has two nonzero eigenvalues, a a and b b, with corresponding eigenvectors, a and b. The (unscaled) mimicking portfolios are
which, as n → ∞, approaches
The problem remains if the extracted "factors" contain the idiosyncratic component of the excess returns. expected returns on x is then declared as being solved and a two-factor beta-pricing model holds. This inference, of course, is erroneous because we began with a model for which the beta pricing theory fails. This highly simplified example illustrates the danger of using extracted "factors" without verifying their validity.
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The features of pricing errors seen in the one-factor example can be generalized to the case of an arbitrary k. Let S r = E(r t r t ) be the second-moment matrix of r t . From
(1),
where S f = Ef t f t is the second-moment matrix of f t . A test of the existence of unbounded pricing errors can be based on the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Suppose that the returns follow the approximate k-factor model (1).
Let k * be the number of unbounded eigenvalues of the second-moment matrix of the excess returns, S r . Then, as n goes to infinity, k
By writing a + Bf t = (a B)(1 f t ) , we see that the difference between a k-factor model with a pricing error and a (k + 1)-factor model without a pricing error is that, in the model with a pricing error, the "factors" contain a constant. The pricing error, a, is contained in the second-moment matrix of the returns, but it is absent from the variance matrix because the variance is invariant of an additive constant. Suppose that g t is a k * -vector of extracted "factors" from the second-moment matrix of returns. From Proposition 1, we know that, as the number of stocks tends to infinity, g t is a linear transformation of f t if the pricing error is bounded, or a linear transformation of (1 f t )
if the pricing error is unbounded. We can write g t = Cf * t where the dimension of g t is k * .
Either f * t = f t or f * t = (1 f t ) depending on whether there is a unbounded pricing error. The matrix C is nonsingular because Σ f is assumed to be positive definite. In terms of extracted "factors", the difference between a k-factor model with a pricing error and a
Ferson, Sarkassian, and Simin (1999) make a similar point for factors constructed from the firmspecific variables, rather than extracted statistically.
(k + 1)-factor model without a pricing error is that, in the former situation, the variance matrix of g t is degenerate, while in the latter, the variance matrix is positive definite.
The proposition gives a simple criterion to test the existence of unbounded pricing errors if the number of unbounded eigenvalues can be easily determined from the variance matrix and the second-moment matrix of the excess returns. Unfortunately, the econometric issue of determining the number of unbounded eigenvalues from the sample version of Σ r and S r turns out to be difficult to resolve.
6 In short, there has been no consensus in the literature on what is the best way to determine the number of systematic factors and there has been no consensus on the actual number of factors found in the US stock market.
We now develop a test based on the CK factors that is less sensitive to the identification of the number of unbounded eigenvalues of a matrix. It is related to the maximum squared Sharpe ratio of all excess returns, defined as s = max u E(u r t ) 2 /Var(u r t ). The
Sharpe ratio plays an important role in modern finance, representing the trade-off between the expected return and the standard deviation of the return among efficient portfolios. The mean variance portfolio analysis can be recast as maximizing the Sharpe ratio of the portfolio. The CAPM implies that the market portfolio has the maximum Sharpe ratio among all portfolios of risky assets. MacKinlay (1995) uses the squared Sharpe ratio to examine the plausibility for multifactor models to explain anomalies to the CAPM. In more recent work, Cochrane and Saa-Requejo (2000) derive good-deal asset pricing bounds, using an idea similar to that of restricting the Sharpe ratio, for pricing derivatives in the discrete-time framework where markets are incomplete.
Trzcinka (1986) find that the largest eigenvalue of the variance matrix dominates the rest of the eigenvalues. Brown (1989) , however, argues convincingly that one dominant eigenvalue does not mean that there is only one systematic factor in the returns. Connor and Korajczyk (1993) propose a method to determine the number of factors that measures the marginal contribution of an additional factor and report findings of one to six factors for various subperiods. Geweke and Zhou (1996) apply a Bayesian approach and find little improvement in reducing pricing errors by having additional factors beyond the first one. Bai and Ng (2001) design various test statistics under general factor structures and draw the conclusion that two factors are adequate for US stock returns.
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A good-deal bound is imposed on the volatility of all stochastic discount factors that price primitive assets. Because of the relationship between the volatility of stochastic discount factors and the Sharpe ratio, the volatility bound is also an upper bound for the squared Sharpe ratio. Chamberlain and Rothschild (1983) make formal connections between mean variance analysis and the arbitrage pricing theory. No-arbitrage conditions require that the maximum Sharpe ratio be finite. With an approximate factor structure, no-arbitrage implies that the pricing error is partly bounded by the squared Sharpe ratio as in the
whereσ 2 ε = max u:u =0 u Σ ε u/u u is an upper bound of the idiosyncratic risk. The test developed in this paper is based on the maximum squared Sharpe ratio of the CK factors, which are orthonormal eigenvectors of the sample second-moment matrix of the excess returns satisfying Eg t g t = I k * . Let the mean of g t be denoted as µ g . The proposition below characterizes the theoretical properties of the CK-factors.
Proposition 2. Let g t be the k * -vector of "factors" extracted from the second-moment matrix of the returns, normalized to have Proposition 2 suggests that we can test APT through s or γ. If the implication of the APT is confined to the inequality (3) with s unspecified, then, as Shanken (1992) correctly points out, testing the APT is not very meaningful because that inequality constraint is more or less a tautology. In order for the asymptotic APT to be useful and the expected returns to be well approximated by linear functions of factor betas, s has to be small despite the notion of no asymptotic arbitrage requires only that s be finite.
Since the standard APT does not make assumptions on investors' preferences, the theory does not involve the determination of the maximum squared Sharpe ratio, s.
What data say about the existence of asymptotic arbitrage opportunities and, more generally, about the value of the maximum squared Sharpe ratio, is certainly a meaningful question to ask. For practical purposes, a large s can be regarded as the failure of the asymptotic APT. A starting choice for testing the maximum squared Sharpe ratio can set, say, s ≥ 1. If such a choice is made, then we do not reject the asymptotic APT if the evidence rejects the hypothesis that s ≥ 1. On the other hand, the case of s = 0, in which investors are all risk-neutral and expected returns on all assets are equal, is not interesting. In the empirical test below, we examine several choices of s whose value is between zero and one.
B. Econometric Method
Let R = (r 1 , · · · , r τ ) be the observations of r t for t = 1, · · · , τ , F = (f 1 , · · · , f τ ), and
In matrix form,
where 1 τ is the τ -vector of ones. Let
For a given number k * , as a candidate of the number of unbounded factors, the Connor and Korajczyk (1986, 1988) method is to extract (transformed) factors as the k * × τ matrix of eigenvectors corresponding to the largest k * eigenvalues of Ω. It is shown that, in the case of a = 0, the eigenvectors converge to a nonsingular linear transformation of the factors, F , as n goes to infinity. They do not consider the pricing errors, however.
With an unbounded pricing error, a, the extracted factors are a transform of (1 τ F ) in the limit as n goes to infinity, rather than just F , as we can see formally that R = (a B)(1 τ F ) + ε.
As in the case of Σ r versus S r , the existence of a systematic pricing error will show up in the difference between the second-moment and variance matrices of the eigenvectors.
Let τ −1/2 G be the k * ×τ orthonormal matrix of the k * eigenvectors of Ω corresponding to the k * largest eigenvalues of Ω, arranged as row vectors. Letḡ = 1 τ G1 τ . By construction, τ −1 GG has k * eigenvalues all equal to one. To see whether all the k * eigenvectors are true factors or one of them is a pricing error after transformation, we can examine the smallest eigenvalue of τ −1 (G −ḡ1 τ )(G −ḡ1 τ ) , denoted as λ k * . If the pricing error is unbounded, then in the limit as n goes to infinity,
which contains a constant row. As a result, τ −1 (G −ḡ1 τ )(G −ḡ1 τ ) will be degenerate.
This can be found by testing λ k * = 0. The conditions and the distribution of the formal test are stated in the following proposition.
* − 1 eigenvalues equal to one and one eigenvalue, λ k * = 1 −γ, between zero and one, both inclusive.
(ii) Suppose that F is normally distributed. Then, the asymptotic distribution ofγ is a non-central Beta with density function
where s = γ/(1 − γ) is the maximal squared Sharpe ratio, γ = µ g µ g , µ g = Eg t , and 1 F 1 (·, ·, ·) is the confluent hypergeometric function.
When s = 0, the distribution is the familiar central Beta distribution with (
degrees of freedom. In typical applications, τ k * , so the majority of the mass of the distribution leans toward zero. A non-central Beta distribution with a non-centrality parameter, τ s/2, shifts the mass of the distribution to the right as s becomes greater. In the extreme case where s → ∞, the distribution becomes degenerate and concentrates on one. Figure 1 below depicts three such non-central beta density functions corresponding to s = 0.25, s = 1, and s = 9 (or γ = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.9) with τ = 60 and k * = 1, 3, 5, 10.
One observation from the figure is that, as k * becomes greater, the distribution shifts more to the right. For k * = 1, the modal point of the distribution is close to the parameter, γ. For k * = 10, however, the modal point of the distribution is greater than the parameter, γ. The distribution is not extremely sensitive to k * , however, especially for large γ.
Figure 1 here
Proposition 3 suggests the following way of testing the asymptotic APT. For a plausible value of k * , we take k * orthonormal eigenvectors of Ω, τ −1/2 G. We then calculatē γ fromḡ directly. We reject the asymptotic APT ifγ is large. The rejection decision can be based on the asymptotic distribution in (6). In particular, suppose that we set the null hypothesis to s = 0.25, we can test the hypothesis by calculating the left-tail p-value of the test statistic,γ, using the distribution corresponding to γ = 0.2. If the hypothesis γ ≥ 0.2 is rejected, the evidence is then in favor of the asymptotic APT.
The test in Proposition 3 still involves k. To partially circumvent the difficulty in determining the number of factors, the following scheme is adopted. Suppose, from the existing work on the number of factors, we know that the actual number of factors, k, is below a certain number, K, although we are not sure what k is. For example, for the case of the US stock returns, the literature cited above leads to the belief that k ≤ 20.
For any k * ≤ K, we use Proposition 3 to test the asymptotic APT. If for all k * ≤ K, the test assuming k * rejects γ ≥ 0.2, then the overall test rejects γ ≥ 0.2. However, if the test assuming one k * rejects γ ≥ 0.2 at a given test size, then the overall test rejects γ ≥ 0.2, although the size of the overall test will be smaller than that of the individual test assuming the value of k * . As such, the test scheme partially circumvents the problem of not knowing k * .
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The discussion so far is based on the returns in excess of the riskfree rate. When the riskfree asset does not exist, the Sharpe ratio can still be defined for all zero-cost portfolios as in Chamberlain and Rothschild (1983) . In that context, the approximate
= j|γ = 0.2] = 0.1. Thus, the size of the overall test is smaller than the size of each test assuming a k * . beta-pricing still holds where the excess returns are returns in excess of a zero-beta rate, i.e, the expected return on a systematic factor whose covariance with other factors is zero. If the zero-beta rate is known, all the analysis remains the same. However, if the zero-beta rate is unknown, it needs to be estimated.
Empirical Results
The data used for the empirical tests are the monthly stock returns at the firm level in the 
be the k eigenvectors of Ω corresponding to the largest k eigenvalues ofΩ. As explained earlier, the smallest eigenvalue of τ −1 (G −ḡ1 τ )(G −ḡ1 τ ) is 1 −γ whereγ =ḡ ḡ and g is the k-vector mean of G. Proposition 3 establishes thatγ has a noncentral Beta distribution whose non-centrality parameter is a multiple of s, where s is the asymptotic maximum squared Sharpe ratio. Table 2 reports the statisticγ for k = 1, 2, · · · , 10.
Besideγ iss =γ/(1 −γ). The left-tail p-values ofγ under the hypotheses γ = 0.5, γ = 0.2, and γ = 0.1, which correspond to s = 1, s = 0.25, and s = 0.11, are reported.
To put these hypothesized s values in perspective, we note that the monthly based sample squared Sharpe ratio of the value-weighted market portfolio in the US market during the 1965-2004 period is less than 0.01. Table 2 here
The test statistic,γ, ranges from 0.016 to 0.188, with correspondings from 0.016 to 0.231, depending on the subperiod and k * . The left-tail p-values at γ = 0.5 are virtually zero and the left-tail p-value at γ = 0.2 is also very low and only occasionally goes above 0.10. The hypothesis γ = 0.1 cannot be strongly rejected asγ itself sometimes is greater than 0.1. The rejection of γ ≥ 0.2 (or s ≥ 0.25) means that there does not appear to be any unconditional portfolio strategy that can generate a Sharpe ratio to be termed as an asymptotic arbitrage opportunity under a reasonable subjective definition of an arbitrage opportunity. As far as the number of possible factors considered here, evidence is strong to uphold the implication of the asymptotic APT. For k greater than 10, althoughγ ands increase, the left-tail p-values do not necessarily increase, as we see from the pattern in p 0.2 for k ≤ 10 in the table. This is because the asymptotic distribution ofγ becomes more skewed as k becomes larger, as we see in Figure 1 .
The results reported here can be compared with that in MacKinlay ( Table 2 reject s ≥ 0.25, so the difference is not in the evidence, but rather in the interpretation. Since the CAPM is rejected simply because the index returns have too low a squared Sharpe ratio, using the squared Sharpe ratio of indexes as a guide to set the plausible value for the maximum squared Sharpe ratio is inappropriate. The results presented in Table 2 , based on factors extracted from all individual stocks, provide evidence that the maximum squared Sharpe ratio is much greater than what MacKinlay (1995) specifies, but is still well contained to be reasonably interpreted as being consistent with the asymptotic APT. One of the contributions of this paper is to provide a sensible estimate of the maximum squared Sharpe ratio using individual stock returns, rather than relying on a few stock indexes with time-series estimates.
The Connor-Korajczyk method to extract factors is based on the homoskedasticity assumption that the aggregate idiosyncratic volatilities, 1 n ε t ε t , where ε t is the n-vector of idiosyncratic risk, have the same limit for all t within each subperiod. Jones (2001) argues that such an assumption might be violated by more recent data from the US and develops a methodology that relaxes the homoskedasticity assumption. The results based on Jones' method (not reported here to save space) are qualitatively the same as those in Table 2 .
Simulation Results
The estimates and tests conducted in the last section provide information about the maximum squared Sharpe ratio. To relate the results to traditional tests such as the GRS test, we use simulations to discuss the issue of the pricing error. Along with the discussion of the pricing error, we also address a few robustness issues about the tests in the last section.
The simulation procedure is explained as follows. Since s or γ does not enter the return-generating process (1) explicitly, we generate simulated returns using the pricing error, a, directly. The parameters used for the simulation are taken from actual data for their relevance. We take the return data, R, from a subperiod with τ = 60 months and all stocks with non-missing values. The variance matrix of the returns is calculated as (R −R1 τ )(R −R1 τ ) /τ whereR is the n-vector of mean returns. To generate returns, we take the five eigenvectors of theΩ = (R −R1 τ ) (R −R1 τ )/n corresponding to the largest five eigenvalues as realizations of five demeaned factors, F . We then regress R on [1 τ , F ] to obtain the pricing error and the beta matrix, [a F , B F ]. The residuals of the regression are used to calculate its variance matrix, Σ e . The sample variance matrix of F is denoted as Σ F and µ F is defined as µ F = (B F B F ) −1 B FR . The vector a F is discarded. Instead, a normally distributed n-vector is generated and regressed on B F to obtain the residual. The pricing error, a, is the residual multiplied by a constant to achieve a certain magnitude of mispricing. The choice of the constant will be explained below. In ith simulation, an n × τ return matrix is generated by
where η (i) is a 5 × τ matrix of simulated independent random variables with zero mean and unit variance, ξ (i) is an n×τ matrix of simulated independent random variables with zero mean and unit variance, and η (i) and ξ (i) are independent of each other. The reason that the factor structure is obtained from the sample variance matrix of the actual returns, rather than from the second moment matrix, is to ensure that the potential pricing error does not enter the factor construction. It should be obvious that the choice of five factors does not play any important role in generating returns. The variance matrix of the simulated returns is the same as the sample matrix of the actual returns in the chosen subperiod. The only purpose of having a B F matrix is to construct a pricing error, a, which is orthogonal to B f , so that the magnitude of the pricing error can be more meaningful.
Following this simulation procedure, we conduct three sets of simulations. In the first set, a is set to zero. For each of the sixty-month subperiods, one thousand replications of returns are generated according to the procedure with η (i) and ξ (i) being normally distributed. For each replication, i, the test statistic,γ (i) , is calculated for k * = 1, 2, ..., 10.
An empirical distribution ofγ is then generated from the one thousand replications for each k * = 1, 2, ..., 10. The left-tail p-value of the statistic,γ, from the actual returns is calculated against this empirical distribution and is reported in the last column of Table   2 . These p-values, ranging from 0.096 to 0.721, differ quite a lot across subperiods and are typically large for smaller k * s. This is not strong evidence against the hypothesis that a = 0, but the probability that a = 0 is not extremely high either. As no rejection does not imply acceptance, the hypothesis a = 0 cannot be taken as unchallenged.
In the second set of simulations, we answer the following questions. What is the most plausible value of the average pricing error per stock that generates the test statistics calculated from the actual returns? Is there an impact of the number assets used to calculate the test statistics? We consider three choices of the magnitude of the pricing error. More specifically, we choose the pricing error, a, such that the pricing error per stock, a a/n, equals 0.01, 0.005 or 0.001. As a very crude estimate, the cross-sectional standard deviation of average monthly excess returns is about 0.02. The choice of a a/n = 0.01 is interpreted as a relatively large pricing error, the choice of a a/n = 0.005 can be regarded as a medium-size pricing error, and the choice of a a/n = 0.001 corresponds to a small pricing error. We conduct simulations for the first subperiod in which n = 1487 and the last subperiod in which n = 3708. For each of the two subperiods and each choice of a, ten thousand replications are generated. In each replication, i, an n × τ matrix of excess returns is generated according to (7), and the statisticγ (i) is calculated for a given k = 1, 2, · · · , 10, using the CK method. Correspondingly, thes (i) and the left-tail p-values, p Table 3 . Table 3 here Three points can be made about the results in Table 3 . First, the average p-values for γ = 0.5 are virtually zero in all cases, while the average p-values for γ = 0.1 are considerably high. On the other hand, the average p-values in Panel A are higher than those in Panel B, which in turn are slightly higher than those in Panel C, especially for large k * . This indicates that the test statistic,γ, has the desired property of distinguishing alternative hypotheses regarding γ, but not so about the average pricing error when it is small. Second, the average p-values in Table 3 , even those for a a/n = 0.001, are higher than the corresponding p-values in Table 2 . This means that the pricing error in the actual data may indeed be small, probably smaller than 0.001 per stock per month on average, consistent with the empirical p-values reported in Table 2 . Third, the properties of the p-values discussed above do not depend on n in any particular way.
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In the third set of simulations, we address the issue related to return distribution.
The theoretical distribution ofγ is derived under the normality assumption. While normality is a reasonable assumption for monthly returns, potential deviations from normality by the actual return data may impact the test results. To investigate the impact, we simulate returns as in the second set of simulations, except that ξ (i) and η
Note that the p-values in the two cases with n = 1487 and n = 3708 are not meant to be compared with each other because they are generated from two different return distributions.
are t-distributed with a degree of freedom equal to 10 and with variance adjusted to remain one. The resultant average p-values are reported in Table 4 , which can be correspondingly compared with those in Table 3 . The results indicate that p-values calculated with t-distributed factors and idiosyncratic returns tend to be greater. Therefore, if the distribution of returns has a fatter tail than the normal distribution, the test would be less likely to reject the hypothesis of the form γ ≥ γ 0 , or s ≥ s 0 . Since the results in Table 2 reject the hypothesis γ ≥ 0.2 or s ≥ 0.25 in most cases, the rejection cannot be attributed to non-normality of the returns. Table 4 here
Conclusions
The existing studies on beta-pricing models test the beta-pricing restriction with prespecified systematic factors on small sets of testing assets. Tests with pre-specified factors can be, and in many cases are, inconclusive for the general beta-pricing principle. This paper develops a test of the beta-pricing restriction using factors extracted from returns, based on the asymptotic arbitrage pricing theory advanced by Ross (1976 ), Huberman (1982 and Chamberlain and Rothschild (1983) and the factor-extraction method by Korajczyk (1986, 1988) . The developed test statistic is related to the maximum squared Sharpe ratio of the extracted factors. The test addresses Shanken's criticism about the testability of the APT. Unlike the Gibbons-Ross-Shanken's F-test and its variants with asymptotic Chi-square distributions, the test developed in this paper follows a non-central beta distribution asymptotically, with the non-centrality parameter proportional to the theoretical maximum squared Sharpe ratio of all portfolios of the returns.
The testing method is applied to individual stock returns in the US market during eight 60-month subperiods from 1965 to 2004. The empirical evidence shows that the sample maximum squared Sharpe ratio of the extracted factors can be much greater than those calculated from stock indexes. However, the hypothesis that the maximum squared Sharpe ratio is greater than 0.25 can be comfortably rejected in most cases, so the riskreturn trade-off is well contained in the range that is consistent with the asymptotic APT. Simulation experiments show that the test has the ability to differentiate the hypotheses about the maximum squared Sharpe ratio and to detect large pricing errors, so the results based on actual US return data are indeed evidence of low squared Sharpe ratios and small unconditional deviations in expected returns from the beta pricing theory, very likely less than 0.001 on the monthly basis. Table 1 Eigenvalue decomposition of the second-moment matrix of individual stocks This table reports the second moment decomposition of individual stocks in eight 60-month periods. n is the number of stocks. l j is the jth largest eigenvalue of the second moment matrix of excess returns. This figure plots the density functions of noncentral beta distributions in (6) with τ = 60, k * = 1, 3, 5, 10 and γ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.9.
